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ABSTRACT
The fine structure levels for negative ions (anions) of nitrogen and phosphorus have been investigated using
multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock method within the framework of Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian (MCHF+BP). Nitrogen
and phosphorus have half-filled outer shell in ground state 1s22s22p3 4S and 1s22s22p33s23p3 4S, respectively. It has
been stated in most works that the negative ion of nitrogen is instable whereas the negative ion of phosphorus is
stable. The results obtained have been compared with other works.
Key words: MCHF method, Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian, electron affinity, fine structure levels

Azot ve fosfor’un negatif iyonlarinin temel hallerinin ince yapi seviyeleri
ÖZET
Azot ve Fosfor’un negatif iyonları için ince yapı seviyeleri, Breit-Pauli Hamiltonyenini içeren çok konfigürasyonlu
Hartree-Fock yöntemi (MCHF+BP) kullanılarak incelendi. Azot ve fosfor temel halde (azot için 1s22s22p3 4S ve
fosfor için 1s22s22p33s23p3 4S) yarı dolu dış tabakaya sahiptirler. Çoğu çalışmalarda azotun negatif iyonunun kararsız
fosforun ise kararlı olduğu belirtilmektedir. Elde edilen sonuçlar diğer çalışmalarla karşılaştırılmaktadır.
Anahtar Kelimeler: MCHF yöntemi, Breit-Pauli Hamiltonyeni, elektron ilgisi, ince yapı seviyeleri
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1. INTRODUCTION
Investigations for the level structures of negative ions
provide valuable insight into the fundamental problem
of many-body. Negative ions are ideal systems for
studies of electron correlation effects. Structural
differences between a negative ion and an atom or
positive ion originate from the nature of the force
binding extra electron due to the polarization and
exchange [1]. The electron affinity (EA) is often the
difference in the correlation energies of the atom and its
negative ion,

EA  E(neutral )  E(anion)

(1)

Electron affinity has been regarded as one of the hardest
atomic or molecular property to produce an ab initio
quantum mechanical calculation.
The electron affinity of an atom is a measure of the
stability of the corresponding negative ion [1].
The data for half-filled subshell negative ions can be
found in NIST website [2]. Some of these works for the
negative nitrogen and negative phosphorus are given.
Binding energy and fine-structure splitting in atomic
negative nitrogen ion was reported by Hotop and
Lineberger [3]. Davidson et al [4] presented groundstate correlation energy of nitrogen. A theoretical study
of N- ion of interest to accelerator mass spectrometry
was reported by Wijesundera and Litherland [5].
Atomic ionization potential and electron affinity with
relativistic and mass corrections of N- ion was
calculated by Koga et al [6]. Cowan et al [7] calculated
energy levels and lifetimes of negative nitrogen ion.
Gutsev et al [8] calculated electron affinity of nitrogen
with coupled-cluster method. The electron affinity of
nitrogen was reported with the density function theory
(DFT) by Chen et al [9]. Wijesundera and Parpia [10]
estimated the electron affinity of negative nitrogen
using the multi-configuration Dirac-Fock method.
Piangos and Nicolaides [11] presented very highly
excited bound states of N- ion. Biémont et al [12]
calculated ionization energy of N with the relativistic
multi-configuration Hartree-Fock method. Binding
energy and electron affinity of negative nitrogen was
presented by Andersen et al [13]. Klopper et al [14]
computed the ionization potentials and electron
affinities of the atoms H through Ne including N using
coupled-cluster method. The electron affinity of
phosphorus was performed with multireference single
and double excitation configuration interaction
calculations (MRSD-Cl) by Woon and Dunning [15].
Wang and Smith [16] reported the electron affinity of
phosphorus. Atomic ionization potential and electron
affinity with relativistic and mass corrections of P - ion
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were calculated by Koga et al [6]. Gutsev et al [8]
computed the electron affinity of phosphorus using
coupled-cluster method. The electron affinity results of
phosphorus were reported using density function theory
(DFT) by Chen et al [9]. The electron affinity of
negative phosphorus ion was calculated using multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock method by Wijesundera and
Parpia [10]. Biémont et al [12] calculated the ionization
energy of phosphorus using relativistic multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock method. Binding energy and
electron affinity of negative phosphorus ion were
presented by Andersen et al [13]. Andersson et al [1]
measured the energies of fine structure components of
negative phosphorus ion using laser photodetachment
threshold spectroscopy. Peláez et al [17] studied the
electron affinity and an excited spectral term of
phosphorus with the photodetachment microscope.
In this work we have investigated the electron affinities
of nitrogen and phosphorus, and the fine structure of
negative ions of these atoms. It is known that the
negative ion of nitrogen is instable while the negative
ion of phosphorus is stable. Nitrogen and phosphorus
have half-filled outer shell in ground state (1s22s22p3
and 1s22s22p33s23p3, respectively). An extra electron is
bound to 2p and 3p subshell of nitrogen and
phosphorus, respectively, in their anions. The
calculations on electron affinities and fine structure of
ground state of negative ions of nitrogen and
phosphorus
have
been
performed
using
multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock (MCHF) method
developed by Fischer [18]. We have previously
investigated the electron affinities for nitrogen and
phosphorus. We have also considered correlation and
relativistic effects within the framework of the BreitPauli approximation. For considering correlation effects
we have taken various configuration sets. A set of
orbitals (or active set) determines the set of all possible
configuration state functions (CSFs). The CSFs grow
rapidly with the number of electrons and with the size
of active set. For these reasons most MCHF expansions
are limited to restricted active space (RAS). In this work
we have taken the configurations according to single
and double excitations together (sd replacements).
2. CALCULATION METHOD
In the multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock (MCHF)
approximation [18], Hamiltonian is used for obtaining
the best radial functions for the set of non-relativistic
energies of the interacting terms. The wave function is
expressed as a linear combination of orthonormal
configuration state functions (CSFs) so that
M

M

 ( LS )   ci ( i LS ) ,
i 1

 ci2  1

.

(2)

i 1
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In this expansion  ( i LS ) ,

i,

and

c i represent

configuration state function in LS coupling,
configurations,
and
mixing
coefficients
of
configurations, respectively. Then the non-relativistic
energy expression becomes
M

 ( LS )  
i 1

M


i 1

M

c c
j 1

i j

M

M

j 1

i 1

i j

(3)

If the interaction matrix H  ( H ij ) and a column
vector of the expansion coefficients (or mixing
coefficients) c  (c1 ,..., cM )t , the energy of system is
(4)

The energy functional will depend on both P (the
column vector of radial functions) and c, since Hij
depends on the radial functions. A solution of the
MCHF problem requires simultaneously the solution of
the secular equation and variational radial equations.
Only if the secular problem is solved, it is called a
configuration interaction (CI) calculation. If any radial
function is optimized, it is called a multiconfiguration
Hartree-Fock calculation. Therefore it is taken into
account in the correlation effects.
The Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian includes relativistic effects.
This Hamiltonian can be written as

H BP  H NR  H RS  H FS ,

(5)

where HNR is the non-relativistic many-electron
Hamiltonian, and HRS is the relativistic shift operator
including mass correction, one-and two-body Darwin
terms, spin-spin contact term and orbit-orbit term and is
given by

H RS  H MC  H D1  H D 2  H OO  H SSC .

(6)

Fine structure Hamiltonian HFS consists of the spinorbit, spin-other-orbit, and spin-spin terms,

H FS  H SO  H SOO  H SS .

(7)

The Breit-Pauli wavefunctions are obtained as a linear
combination of the form
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(8)

i 1

where ( LSJM ) are LSJ coupled configuration
state functions (CSFs), that is,



LM L SM S LSJM ( LM L SM S ) ,

(9)

MLMS

 ci c j H ij   ci2 H ii 2 ci c j H ij .

E  ct Hc

M

( JM )   ci ( i Li Si JM )

( LSJM ) 

( i LS ) H ( j LS )

M
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and

i

denotes configurations; the orbital Li and the

spin Si angular momenta are coupled to give the total
angular momentum J. The mixing (or expansion)
coefficients ci are obtained by diagonalizing the BreitPauli Hamiltonian. The radial functions building the
CSFs are taken from a previous non-relativistic MCHF
calculation and only the expansion coefficients are
optimized. The matrix eigenvalue problem becomes
Hc  Ec,

(10)

where H is the Hamiltonian matrix with elements

H ij   i Li Si JM H BP  j L j S j JM

(11)

and c (c1 ,..., c M ) is the column vector of the
expansion coefficients. The Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian is a
first-order perturbation correction to the non-relativistic
Hamiltonian.
t

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have here studied the fine structure levels of ground
state of nitrogen and phosphorus anions (N- and P-)
using the MCHF atomic structure code [19] based on
multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock method within the
framework of Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian for relativistic
effects in addition to the correlation effects. It is noted
in [5] that the relativity must be included in theoretical
calculations, especially for negative ions. The electron
affinity of a neutral atom is the difference between the
binding energy of the neutral atom and the negative ion.
We have here reported the fine structure levels
including both correlation and relativistic effects.
Different
calculations
according
to
various
configuration sets have been presented in tables. The
excited states of negative nitrogen ion were studied by
Cowan et al [7] with different configuration set using
MCHF method. They also applied to the study of the
electron affinities of the 2p4 1D and 1S states of Nrelative to the 2p3 2D neutral nitrogen parent state. We
have here considered the state 2p4 3P for N- and 2p3 4S
for N; in similar 3p4 3P for P- and 3p3 4S for P.
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In Table 1, the ground state energies (in au) for the
neutral nitrogen (N) and negative ion of nitrogen (N-),
and electron affinity (in eV) are reported. Energies have
been presented as nonrelativistic, EMCHF, and in addition
to Breit-Pauli relativistic effects, EMCHF+BP. The
superscripts A, B, C and D, and 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
represent the calculations performed according to four
different configuration set for N and N-, respectively.
All of the configuration sets have been selected as
single (s) and double (d) excitations from subshells. We
have taken 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d in calculation A, +4s, 4p,
4d, 4f in calculation B, +5s, 5p, 5d, 5f in calculation C
as virtual orbitals. In calculation D the configurations
have been produced as active set approach. In this
calculation 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d virtual orbitals have been
selected. In the calculations on N, 1s2 have been fixed.
In same way 2s, 2p, 2d, 3s, 3p, 4p, 4f, in calculation 1;
active set approach in calculation 3 with same orbitals
in 1; 2s, 2p, 3p, 4p, 5p, 4f, 5f active set orbitals in
calculation 4; 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d, 4s, 4p, 4d, 4f virtual set
orbitals in calculation 5 have been selected for nitrogen
anion. In calculation 2 we have only taken the
excitations from 1s core. There are no more differences
between EMCHF and EMCHF+BP. For the atoms with lower
Z, it is known that the relativistic effects are not
essentially important. Although so, the electron affinity
values have been given according to different
configuration sets in last column include the correlation
and in addition to the relativistic corrections. In
literature the electron affinity values for nitrogen are
very scarce and generally negative. For this reason
negative ion of nitrogen has been determined as
instable. As seen Table 1, we also obtained some
negative values besides the positive ones in some
calculations. Good agreement has been obtained when
compared to the other works [3, 9, 20, 21].

calculations except calculation C because of the
investigation core correlation. In same way, considering
1s22s22p6 as core (except calculation 3 and calculation
4), the virtual sets 3s, 3p, 3d, 4s, 4p in calculation 1,
+4f, 5s, 5p in calculation 2, 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d, 4s in
calculation 3, and +2p, 4p in calculation 4 have been
selected for phosphorus anion. In calculations 3 and 4
core is 1s22s2. The electron affinity values obtained
from different configuration sets for phosphorus show
good agreement according to nitrogen. In neutral
phosphorus and its anion the relativistic energies are
somewhat different according to the nitrogen and its
anion.
Table 3 shows the transition energies from fine structure
levels for negative ions of nitrogen and phosphorus. We
have only compared the fine structure levels of negative
ion of phosphorus. As stressed before, there are no data
on fine structure levels on negative ion of nitrogen. For
phosphorus, transition energies in the levels of ground
state show good agreement with other work [1, 13, 17,
24].

Table 2 exhibits the ground state energy levels and
electron affinity values for phosphorus. Same
systematic calculations have been made for this atom
and its anion. The configurations have been performed
by the virtual sets 3s, 3p, 3d, 4s, 4p in calculation A;
+4d in calculation B; 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d in calculation C; 3s,
3p, 4s, 4p, 5s, 5p, 6s in calculation D for neutral
phosphorus. The 1s22s22p6 have been taken core in all
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Table 1. Ground state energies, EMCHF and EMCHF+BP (in au) of N and N- and electron affinity, EA (in eV). The total energies of the 1s22s22p3 4So 3/2
ground ( first lowest) state for N and the 1s22s22p4 3Pe 2 ground (first lowest) state for N- are taken.

N-

N

EA (eV)

EMCHF

EMCHF+BP

EMCHF

EMCHF+BP

MCHF

MCHF+BP

-54.4496357A

-54.4496373A

-54.4856334B

-54.4856343B

-54.4851636C

-54.4851647C

-54.4248177D

-54.4248186D

-54.35642751
-54.39580492
-54.39410603
-54.39406414
-54.52127595
-54.52007486
-54.35642751
-54.39580492
-54.39410603
-54.39406414
-54.52127595
-54.52007486
-54.35642751
-54.39580492
-54.39410603
-54.39406414
-54.52127595
-54.52007486
-54.35642751
-54.39580492
-54.39410603
-54.39406414
-54.52127595

-54.35655141
-54.39591472
-54.39423003
-54.39418824
-54.52127595
-54.52007486
-54.35655141
-54.39591472
-54.39423003
-54.39418824
-54.52127595
-54.52007486
-54.35655141
-54.39591472
-54.39423003
-54.39418824
-54.52127595
-54.52007486
-54.35655141
-54.39591472
-54.39423003
-54.39418824
-54.52127595

-2.535A-1
-1.464A-2
-1.510A-3
-1.512A-4
1.949A-5
1.916A-6
-3.514B-1
-2.443B-2
-2.490B-3
-2.491B-4
0.969B-5
0.937B-6
-3.502C-1
-2.431C-2
-2.477C-3
-2.478C-4
0.982C-5
0.950C-6
-1.860D-1
-0.789D-2
-0.835D-3
-0.836D-4
2.624D-5

-2.532A-1
-1.461A-2
-1.507A-3
-1.508A-4
1.949A-5
1.916A-6
-3.511B-1
-2.440B-2
-2.486B-3
-2.487B-4
0.969B-5
0.938B-6
-3.498C-1
-2.428C-2
-2.473C-3
-2.475C-4
0.982C-5
0.950C-6
-1.857D-1
-0.786D-2
-0.832D-3
-0.833D-4
2.624D-5

Diğer Çalışmalar EA (eV)
a

-0.067a; -0.27b; -0.07c; 0.05d

Chen et al [9]; bPekeris[20]; c Hotop and Lineberger [3]; dEdlén[21]
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Table 2. Ground state energies, EMCHF and EMCHF+BP (in au) of P and P- and electron affinity, EA (in eV). The total energies of the 1s22s22p43s23p3
4 o
S 3/2

ground ( first lowest) state for P and the 1s22s22p43s23p4 3Pe 2 ground (first lowest) state for P- are taken.

P-

P

EA (eV)

EMCHF

EMCHF+BP

EMCHF

EMCHF+BP

-341.5953742A

-341.5953742A

-341.61627291
-341.62089662
-341.59171563
-341.56066684
-341.61627291
-341.62089662
-341.59171563
-341.56066684
-341.61627291
-341.62089662
-341.59171563
-341.56066684
-341.61627291
-341.62089662
-341.59171563
-341.56066684

-341.5947962B

-341.5947962B

-341.6052196C

-341.6052196C

-341.5729046D

-341.5729229D

Diğer Çalışmalar EA (eV)

MCHF

MCHF+BP

-341.61663511

0.568A-1

0.578A-1

-341.62126912
-341.59212543
-341.56114494
-341.61663511
-341.62126912
-341.59212543
-341.56114494
-341.61663511
-341.62126912
-341.59212543
-341.56114494
-341.61663511
-341.62126912
-341.59212543
-341.56114494

0.694A-2
-0.099A-3
-0.944A-4
0.584B-1
0.710B-2
-0.084B-3
-0.928B-4
0.301C-1
0.426C-2
-0.367C-3
-1.212C-4
1.180D-1
1.305D-2
0.512D-3
-0.333D-4

0.704A-2
-0.088A-3
-0.931A-4
0.94B-1
0.720B-2
-0,073B-3
-0.915B-4
0.311C-1
0.437C-2
-0.356C-3
-1.199C-4
1.189D-1
1.315D-2
0.522D-3
-0.320D-4

0.748a; 0.7465b; 0.7468c; 0.7464d; 0.7465e; 0.7467f

a

Chen et al [9]; bHotop and Lineberger [3]; c Feldman [22] ; d Slater ve Lineberger [23]; e
Andersen et al [13]; f Andersson et al [1]

Table 3. The transition energies,

E (meV), in fine structure levels for ground state of nitrogen anion (N-) and phosphorus anion (P-).
N-

Term
3

a

P0 − 3P1

3

P1 − 3P2

3

P0 − 3P2

E This work
1

2.93
2.562
2.933
2.924
6.821
6.032
6.803
6.814
9.751
8.592
9.733
9.734

P-

E Other works

E This work

E Other works

−

9.711
10.062
11.023

12.29a
10.25b
10.29c

10.964
19.691
20.242
22.303
25.054
29.401

24.57a
22.48b
22.43c
22.40d
36.86a

30.302

32.73b

33.323

32.72c

36.014

32.60d

−

−

Oliveria et al[24]; bAndersson et al[1]; cPelaez et al[17]; dAndersen et al [13]
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4. CONCLUSION
In this work it is aimed to investigate the correlation and
relativistic effects on the behavior of electron affinities
of nitrogen and phosphorus. We also worked the ground
state fine structure levels of the nitrogen and
phosphorus anions. The ground state configuration of
neutral nitrogen is 2p3 half-filled shell and highest
multiplicity from this configuration is 4So. The ground
state of nitrogen anion is 2p4 and highest multiplicity
from this configuration is 3Pe. Generally the ground
state energy of N- ion in our calculations is larger than
that in N. The reason for this case can be explained as
larger the Coulomb repulsion between four outer
electrons in nitrogen anion (for example, in [5]). This
case is different in phosphorus which also occupies the
same column of Periodic Table. The electron affinity of
phosphorus is higher than that of nitrogen. The neutral
phosphorus has eight more electrons relative to the
nitrogen. It is supposed that three outer electrons (3p 3)
reduced the screening effect due to the inner electrons.
And the effective additional attraction of electrons in
different orbits is well explained in [25]. The 2p shell in
neutral nitrogen unlike 3p shell in neutral phosphorus is
compact. In addition the transition energies in ground
state fine structure levels of N- ion are very small than
those in P-.
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